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Abstract—the problem of frequent itemset mining is considered in this paper. One new technique proposed to generate frequent patterns in large databases without time-consuming candidate generation. This technique is based on focusing on transaction instead of concentrating on itemset. This algorithm based on take intersection between one transaction and others transaction and the maximum shared items between transactions computed instead of creating itemset and computing their frequency. With applying real life transactions and some consumption is taken from real life data, the significant efficiency acquire from databases in generation association rules mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of data stored in databases continues to grow fast. Intuitively, this large amount of stored data contains valuable hidden knowledge, which could be used to improve the decision-making process of an organization especially in decision support systems. The knowledge obtained by these data doesn’t use all data and there is great gap between knowledge and data and this gap between our knowledge and data increased rapidly. Data mining applications and association rules try to decrease this gap. The discovery of relationships between items in one database can be very useful to increase the power of decision makers in one organization.

The problem of finding association rules first was introduced by Agrawal and his cooperators in [1]. The frequent itemset and association rule mining problem have received a great deal of attention and many algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem[10,11,12,13,14,15].

Discovering association rules in these algorithms usually done in two phase. In the first phase frequent itemset generated and then interesting rules extract from frequent itemset. The task of discovering all frequent itemset is quite challenging especially in large databases. The database could be massive, containing million of transactions. One of the main problems that mining frequent itemset is suffered is scalability of them into large databases. In large databases generating all candidate itemset and combining them to generate frequent itemset is too time consuming. Some algorithms such as FP-growth [7] have been proposed to solve this problem without generating candidate itemset but that complexity is high and require much memory to create those data structures.

In this paper a new technique was proposed to discovery frequent itemset without consuming long time for generating all candidate itemset.

This paper is organized as follows. In first section the some definition for mining frequent itemset and problem of finding association rules in large databases, is described. In second section our technique to discovery frequent itemset is proposed. In section III we discuss about finding association rules based on frequent itemset that discovered in previous section. In next section some experimental result is described and in last section conclusion of this paper will proposed.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Let I be a set of items. A set X= \{i_1, ..., i_k\} \subseteq I is called itemset or a k-itemset if contain k items. A transaction over I is a couple T = (tid, I) where tid is the transaction identifier and I is an itemset.

An association rule is an expression of the form X => Y, where X and Y are itemsets, and X \cap Y = \{\}. Such a rule expresses the association that if a transaction contains all items in X, then that transaction also contains all items in Y. X is called the body or antecedent, and Y is called the head or consequent of the rule.

The support of an association rule X => Y in database D is the support of X \cup Y in D, and similarly, the frequency of the rule is the frequency of X \cup Y. An association rule is called frequent if its frequency exceeds a given minimal frequency threshold \(\sigma\). The measure that demonstrates the possibility of presence Y in the transaction, when X occurs in it, is confidence. The confidence of the rule X => Y is the fraction of transaction containing X which also contains Y. The rule is called confident if its confidence exceeds a given minimal confidence threshold denoted by \(\gamma\).

In association rule mining we want to find all rules with the frequent and confidence above minimum threshold for frequent and confidence.

One of the most important problems with scalability of known algorithms for mining frequent itemset is the high number of candidates has to be generated. For generating long frequent pattern, all of its subset must be generated and frequency of them must be computed and then its frequent subset are been...
combined to achieve one frequent pattern. This process takes a long time. For example to generate one frequent pattern of length 100, such as \{a_1,a_2,\ldots,a_{100}\}, the number of candidates that has to be generated will be at least \(10^{30}\). This number is obtained as below:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{100} \binom{100}{i} = 2^{100} - 1 \approx 10^{30}
\]

And it will require hundreds of database scans. The complexity of the computation increase exponentially. The scalability of patterns one of the main factors that influence the development of several new algorithms for association rules mining. An efficient method is frequent pattern growth that proposed to solve this problem [7]. This algorithm mines frequent itemset without the time consuming candidate generation process is essential for other known algorithms such as apriori[6] and its optimization, aprioriTid and aprioriHybrid[9]. Another algorithm that proposed and tried to solve this problem is DIC [1, 2]. In this algorithm itemset are dynamically added and deleted as transactions are read. This algorithm relies on the fact that for an itemset to be frequent, all of its subsets must also be frequent, so we only examine those itemset whose subsets are all frequent.

### III. FREQUENT ITEMSET MINING

If there is any association between itemset X and Y really, we hope there is union X and Y at least one time in database transactions. It’s means that if we have X=>Y, it is reasonable we had (X,Y) lonely at least one time in database transactions. In other words if itemset (A,B,C) frequent we must have this itemset at least in one transaction without any other item. That transaction in database layout must be in this schema:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>............</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing some real life transactions has showed us almost all of association rules have this property.

In some applications, the transaction database must have to be mined frequently to capture customer behavior. In such applications, the efficiency of data mining could be more important factor than the complete accuracy of results. In addition, in some applications the problem domain may be vaguely defined. Missing some marginal cases that have confidence and support levels at the border line may have little effect on the quality of solution to the original problem. Sampling algorithm proposed by Toivonen[6] is attractive approach to find association rules in tiny time with lost a little accuracy. Another technique that used to discover association rules in efficient time is incremental updating [8] that avoid mining the whole updated database again.

**Definition 1:** Let D be a transaction database over a set of items \(I\), and \(\sigma\) a minimal support threshold. The collection of frequent itemset in D with respect to \(\sigma\) is denoted by \(F(D, \sigma) := \{X \subseteq I \mid \text{support}(X, D) \geq \sigma\}\)

The collection of frequent itemset \(F(D, \sigma)\) can be represented by the collection of maximal frequent itemset, or the collection of minimal infrequent itemset, with respect to set inclusion. For this purpose, Mannila and Toivonen introduced the notion of the Border of a downward closed collection of itemset [3].

**Definition 2:** (Border) Let \(F\) be a downward closed collection of subsets of \(I\). The Border \(Bd(F)\) consists of those itemset \(X \subseteq I\) such that all subsets of \(X\) are in \(F\), and no superset of \(X\) is in \(F\):

\[Bd(F) = \{X \subseteq I \mid \forall Y \subseteq X: Y \in F \land \forall Z \supseteq X: Z \notin F\}\]

Those itemset in \(Bd(F)\) that are in \(F\) are called the positive border \(Bd^+(F)\):

\[Bd^+(F) = \{X \subseteq I \mid \forall Y \subseteq X: Y \in F \land \forall Z \supseteq X: Z \notin F\}\]

Several efficient algorithms have been proposed to find only the positive border of all frequent itemset. From a theoretical point of view, the border gives some interesting insights into the frequent itemset mining problem, and still poses several interesting open problems [3, 4, and 5].

The aim of this paper generate frequent itemset that are in \(Bd^+(F)\) without creation small itemset and combining them to generate super itemset that frequent.

In our technique intersection of every transaction and other transaction is been computed. Result of intersection is been converted to decimal numbers. Intersecting between any transaction and other transaction is done by bitwise the string of transactions.

If we want to intersect these two transactions, the string of two transactions is and-ed in bitwise manner. We use notation \(T[i]\), which represent occurrence items in \(i\)th transaction, composed of some 0 and 1 bit. For example in figure 1 we have two transactions. In first transaction \(T[1]\) is equal to 0110101 and in second transaction \(T[2]\) is 1101110. The result of intersecting between two transactions is: 0101010. The result represent that items 2, 4, 10 are shared with two transactions. More detail of this technique is illustrated in algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1**

```plaintext```
frequent-set=\

i=0

For i:=1 to DBsize do

Shared-set=\

For j:=1 to DBsize do

S=T[i]\&T[j]

If there isn’t S in shared-set Add (S,1) to shared-set else add (S, ++frequency) to shared-set.

End-for

If there is any C in share-set that C.frequency>= \(\sigma\) then frequent-set[i]=C;

i++;

End-if

End-for
```

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tid</th>
<th>I₁</th>
<th>I₂</th>
<th>I₃</th>
<th>I₄</th>
<th>I₅</th>
<th>I₆</th>
<th>I₇</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**
After the first phase the frequent itemset are in frequent-set. We must extract their all subset of them and create association rules between its items. If those association rules are confident, they add to association rules.

IV. ASSOCIATION RULES MINING

In this stage the frequent itemset have been computed and are in frequent-set[1]. For mining association rules, first, all frequent itemset are generated using Algorithm 1. Then, every frequent itemset I are in frequent-set is divided into a candidate head Y and a body X = I \ Y. This process starts with Y = {}, resulting in the rule I \ {} which always holds with 100% confidence. After that, the algorithm iteratively generates candidate heads C\k+1 of size k + 1, starting with k = 0. To compute the confidence of a candidate head Y, the support of I is retrieved from frequent-set and support X is computed by bit wise logical anding between extended X and transaction in database. Any itemset X extended by adding 0 for those itemset that not occur in X. For example if itemset X haven’t item 1 and 9, the first and 9th bit will be zero. All heads that result in confident rules are inserted into Hk. In the end, all confident rules are inserted into R. Detail of this algorithm described in Algorithm 2 in below:

Algorithm 2

Input: D, σ, γ
Output: R(D, σ)
1: Compute F(D, σ)
2: R := ∅
3: for all I ∈ F do
4:   R := R \ {I ⇒ ∅}
5: C1 := {{i} | i ∈ I};
6: k := 1;
7: while Ck ≠ ∅ do
8:   // Extract all heads of confident association rules
9:   Hk := {X ∈ Ck | confidence(I \ X =⇒ X, D) >= γ}
10: // Generate new candidate heads
11: I := X \ {Y [k]}
12: if ∀ J ∈ C, |J| = k : J ∈ Hk then
13:   Ck+1 := Ck+1 ∪ I
14: end if
15: k++
16: end while
17: // Cumulate all association rules
18: R := R \ {I \ X | X ∈ H1 \ · · · \ Hk}
19: end for

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Our implementation of this algorithm on synthetic database showed us that by using this method the association rules mining is done in low time and the efficiency of algorithm in compromise with other algorithms is better. But in this algorithm some of our association rules may be lost, although number of losted association rules, isn’t high and there isn’t important side effect on association rules mining.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this algorithm instead of focus on itemset and scanning transactions to discover frequent pattern, we concentrate on transactions independently and try to find those itemset that shared between one transaction and others.
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